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 [REGIONAL  CONFERENCES

 California  Regional  Builds  SDS

 by  Rich  Brongel,  S,F,  State

 Oregon  Meeting

 by  Howie  Forman,  S,F,  State

 A  Northern  California  Regional  Con-

 ference  was  held  Saturday  and  Sunday,

 July  11  and  12,  in  Berkeley,  The  con-
 ference  repudiated  the  former  national

 leadership  for  their  attempt  to  split  the

 organization,  and  discussed  programs

 for  the  summer  and  fall  semesters,  the
 building  up  of  new  chapters  on  State  and

 Junior  college  campuses,  and  the  crea-

 Region,

 Although  specifically  invited,  the  Joe
 Hill  caucus  of  S,F,  State  and  the  Radi-

 cal  Student  Union  of  Berkeley  (both  af-

 filiated  with  the  RYM  splitters)  declined

 to  attend  and  defend  their  view,  Instead,

 they  passed  out  a  leaflet  alongside  the

 YSA  (Young  Socialist  Alliance),  while  230

 ference,  -
 The  workshops  and  floor  discussions

 centered  around  three  main  areas:  Ra-

 cism,  Women’s  Liberation,  and  Repres-

 sion,  t
 The  primary  issue  that  interested

 most  people  in  the  racism  workshops  was

 the  question  of  open  admissions,  Many

 people  felt  that  it  is  a  good  demand

 because  it  exposes  the  class  nature  of

 the  university  and  benefits  Black  and

 white  working  class  kids  by  allowing
 them  into  somewhat  easier  and  better

 paying  jobs,

 Other  people  felt  that  while  some

 Black  and  white  working  class  kids  could

 get  out  of  the  working  class,  the  needs

 of  the  system  dictate  that  millions  of

 workers  will  be  needed  and  kept  in  an

 industrial  work  force,  Most  working

 to  organize  women  students  and  work-

 ers  against  their  special  exploitation,

 The  major  bone  of  contention  was  whe-
 ther  women’s  caucuses  in  SDS  should

 contain  only  women,  or  men  and  women,

 Some  people  felt  that  women  could  only

 develop  leadership  in  the  âbsence  of

 males,  while  others  felt  that  this  was

 essentially  running  away  from  the  prob-

 lem,  and  that  while  caucuses  could  start

 out  as  only  women,  they  should  orient

 to  soon  contain  both  sexes,

 Eight  regional  travelers  were  elected
 in  addition  to  the  two  members  of  the

 NIC  who  live  in,  and  would  be  traveling

 in,  Northern  California,  They  are:  Carla

 Roemer,  Rosiline  Goldstein,  and  Dave

 Wolfinson,  all  of  Berkeley;  John  Levin
 and  Howie  Forman  of  S,F,  State;  Irva

 Hertz  of  Sacramento;  Henry  Peterson,

 Davis  area;  and  Ed  Shimburg  of  Marin

 Junior  College,  Two  NIC  members,  Pat

 Forman  and  Gordon  DeMarco,  as  well

 as  travelling,  are  in  charge  of  running

 the  Regional  Office,  which  is  at  3622

 Sanchez,  San  Francisco  94114,
 All  these  will  be  members  of  a  Re-

 gional  Interim  Council  (RIC)  as  well

 as  one  elected  representative  from  each

 local  chapter,

 the  blatant  racist  and  imperialist  na-

 ture  of  Junior  Colleges  and  many  areas

 of  political  organizing  work  that  can  be

 done  on  those  campuses  which  are  now

 mainly  composed  of  Black  and  white

 working  class  students,

 Sunday,  July  25,  a  regional  SDS  con-

 ference  was  called  in  Portland,  Oregon

 by  the  travelling  national  officers  of  the

 group  that  split  from  SDS  at  the  last
 convention,  The  conference  was  called  to

 build  their  national  action  this  fall  and

 to  attack  Progressive  Labor  and  SDS,

 Four  of  us  from  PL  and  SDS  who  were

 travelling  in  that  area  heard  of  the  con-
 ference  and  decided  to  attend  to  present

 our  politics  and  talk  about  the  worker-
 student  alliance  and  the  national  pro-

 convention,

 Almost  as  soon  as  we  came  into  the

 room,  two  guys  walked  up  to  me  and
 asked  me  to  leave,  I  spoke  up  and  told

 the  crowd  I  was  being  told  to  leave  by

 the  SDS  splitters  because  they  were
 afraid  that  people  would  be  interested
 in  SDS’s  ideas  and  the  politics  of  build-

 ing  a  pro-working  class  student  move-

 ment,  Then  Bill  Ayers,  a  leader  of  the

 splitters,  started  hysterically  denounc-

 ing  PL,  WSA,  and  anyone  who  would
 work  with  them,  He  denounced  PL  for

 1ts  destructive  role  in  SDS  (he  naturally

 didn’t  mention  the  struggles  at  S.F,

 State  and  Harvard,  where  PL  played
 leading  roles),

 Then  the  people  from  the  region  be-

 gan  to  speak,  and  most  defended  us,  One

 guy  said  that  he  didn’t  agree  with  what

 the  splitters  said  and  wanted  to  hear

 Our  side,  Another  said  that  the  splitters
 were  full  of  shit  and  afraid  to  discuss

 the  issues,

 After  calling  us  disrupters  the  RYM

 leaders  called  a  walk-out  and  nobody

 followed,  They  talked  some  more  (some-

 thing  they  do  a  lot)  and  called  a  second

 walk-out;  again  nobody  followed,  Finally

 they  left  and  about  half  the  meeting  fol-
 lowed,

 After  hesitating  the  rest  followed

 t00,  As  One  guy  put  it,  ‘It’s  the  only

 meeting  in  town,  we  might  as  well  go,’
 We  stayed  around  and  talked  to  about

 seven  or  eight  people,  and  encouraged

 them  to  go  `down  and  join  the  meeting
 and  fight  for  their  politics,  The  next

 day  I  got  a  call  from  one  of  the  guys

 I  met  there  who  told  me  that  he  always

 thought  he  should  hate  PL,  but  after
 reading  NLN  and  talking  to  us  he  had

 changed  his  mind,

 RYM  fear  of  meeting  SDS  politics  head

 On  is  growing.  And  it’s  clear  why,  As

 the  splitters  issue  more  paper  Support,
 SDS  people  are  leading  concrete  strug-

 gles  to  build  a  student  movement  that

 serves  the  people,

 class  kids,  therefore,  would  not  benefit

 if  everybody  went  to  college,  and  we
 -would  -be  -building  illusions  about  col-

 leges  and  the  working  class,
 Most  people  involved  in  the  Women’s

 Liberation  workshops  agreed  that  much  -
 work  has  to  be  done  within  the  move-

 ment  to  defeat  male  chauvinism  and
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 tempting  to  expel  WSA  and  PL  from  SDS,  and  for  walking  out  of  the  National  Con-

 vention  in  Chicago,  About  40  RYMers  at  the  regional  tried  to  defend  the  splitters,

 including  Bill  Ayers,  who  calls  himself  ‘SDS  Education  Secretary’,  At  first  they

 hours  of  debate  that  they  changed  their  position,  arguing  that  the  conference  was

 tillegitimate’,  About  thirty  staged  a  trickle-out  (leaving  the  meeting  a  few  at  a

 time)  rather  than  face  the  almost  unanimous  vote  of  250  SDSers  to  ally  with  the

 real  national  headquarters  in  Boston,

 On  Monday,  July  7,  leaders  of  the  Revolutionary  Youth  Movement  (which  walked
 out  of  the  SDS  Convention  in  June)  called  an  SDS  regional  conference  at  NYU’s  Loeb

 Student  Center,  The  meeting  was  billed  as  a  discussion  of  the  convention,  but  a  goon

 squad  at  the  door  asserted  that  only  supporters  of  certain  ‘unity  principles’  including

 community  control  of  the  cops  were  in  SDS,  People  who  wouldn’t  pledge  weren’t  let

 in  --  that  is,  PL,  WSA  and  many  other  SDSers  were  excluded,

 Not  only  was  this  sectarian  and  unprincipled,  it  was  clearly  provocative,  There

 are  always  police`in  the  Loeb  Center,  which  is  right  off  Washington  Square  where

 there  are  many  more,  Calling  a  regional  conference  and  then  trying  to  bar  half

 the  organization  was  an  open  invitation  to  the  cops!

 The  RYM  ‘security’  squad  (only  30  of  the  150  inside)  tried  to  bar  over  100  SDSers

 by  force,  When  the  100  began  to  force  their  way  in,  the  goon  squad  retreated  behind

 glass  doors  and  locked  them,  Shouting  ‘here  is  only  one  SDS’,  the  100  broke  down

 the  thick  doors,  RYM  leaders  Bernadine  Dohrn  and  Mark  Rudd,  standing  at  a  safe

 distance  back  from  the  action,  ordered  everyone  inside  to  ‘break  off  a  chair  leg  and

 fight  the  PL  bastards  or  leave,’  Almost  no  one  joined  the  small  force,  who  turned
 on  a  fire  hose  after.  the  doors  had  been  smashed  down,  The  hose  fizzled  and  the

 SDSers  prepared  to  charge  in,  Suddenly,  four  cops  emerged  from  inside  the  RYM

 meeting  hall,  guns  drawn,  ordering  the  SDSers  to  leave!  At  the  same  time,  ten  squad
 cars  full  of  tactical  police  pulled  up  outside,

 After  the  100  SDSers  were  forced  off  by  cops  with  drawn  guns,  more  than  half

 the  RYM  meeting  walked  out  in  disgust,  But  Dohrn,  Rudd  and  their  followers  contin-

 ued  meeting  for  several  hours  --  under  the  armed  protection  of  the  NYPD!  The

 cops  guarded  their  meeting,  letting  no  one  else  in,

 This  move  by  RYM  -  calling  an  SDS  regional  meeting  but  trying  to  bar  SDS,  pick-

 ing  a  spot  where  they  knew  cops  could  come  at  once,  and  then  meeting  for  several

 hours  under  the  protection  of  police  guns  -  is  an  attack  on  everyone  in  SDS,  The

 RYMers  did  this  because  they  can’t  defend  their  political  theories  or  practice.
 Their  attempt  to`  keep  those  they  can’t  defeat  politically  out  of  the  meeting  by  force

 had  an  effect  --  it  left  many  disgusted  with  SDS,  The  blame  for  this  falls  on  RYM,

 This  practice  -  along  with  having  everyone  swear  to  a  long  list  of  positions  to

 get  in  -  makes  clear  that  RYM  wants  to  build  a  small,  sectarian  clique,  not  a  fight-

 ing,  anti-imperialist  movement  that  serves  the  people! N  i3  3  CE-A  VES
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